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Abstract

This paper describes a technique to develop high-resolution three-dimensional (3D) images of microvasculature structures in curettage,

hysterectomy or endometrial resection biopsies using parallel histological serial sections. Employing a labelled streptavidin±biotin±alkaline

phosphatase (LSAB1) method and visualising by using DAB1 with the primary antibody, mouse anti human Q-Bend-10, the images were

directly digitised from a light microscope into the KS400 Universal Image Processing and Analysis software via a CCD colour camera;

binary images of the structures were created and the binary images were exported into VoxBlast 3D rendering software to view still and

rotating 3D images on a computer monitor. This in turn enabled hard copies of the full sequence to be printed. q 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd.

All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The history of 3-dimensional reconstruction (3DR) has

been well documented in Gaunt and Gaunt (1978). Compu-

ter-aided 3DR was ®rst introduced by Glaser and Van Der

Loos (1965) to trace the structures of Golgi-®lled neurons.

A review of ®fty-eight different software packages, using an

assessment system that included 173 items for computer

aided 3DR, was prepared by Huijsmans et al. (1986).

Many laboratories have been participating in developing

software for the study of 3D structural biology (Hessler et

al., 1992, 1996; Kam et al., 1992; Leith, 1992).

Approaches to a semi-automated 3DR have continued to

rely on photography for data storage and use lower resolu-

tion digitisation for computer-assisted reconstruction. It is

now possible to use direct, computer-based image capture

and processing to eliminate the use of ®lm and to decrease

the labour involved in 3DR of objects from light microscopy

serial sections.

3DR studies in the area of gynaecology are few; there are

a number of recent papers dedicated to computer assisted

3DR of the endometrium (Donnez et al., 1992, 1994; Casa-

nas-Roux et al., 1996; Huang et al., 1996).

With the improvements in both computer hardware and

software engineering tools, computerised modelling of

anatomical and histological morphologies has become

very useful for visualising complex 3D forms. Computer

models not only provide a means to visualise complex

morphology derived from two-dimensional (2D) tissue

outlines, they also permit mathematical modelling of

growth or function attributes not otherwise observable.

There are many surface rendering techniques to display

structural data obtained by image capturing devices in the

area of 3D; when comparing this to volume rendering there

are fewer techniques available for obtaining the same

outcome. Udupa et al. (1991) concluded from a comparison

that in the current state of development the surface render-

ing methods had a slight edge over the volume rendering

methods. Further recent studies by White (1995) and Cox

(1999) discuss visualisation and quanti®cation using both

voxel and surface rendering approaches.

Today, using off-the-shelf products, researchers can

investigate microvasculature structures in 3D relatively

inexpensively. All that is required is access to a personal
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computer, SVGA monitor, CCD camera, a collection of 2D

images, image analysis processing system and volume

visualisation software. Since most of the hardware consists

of general purpose computer equipment, its cost can easily

be justi®ed by other laboratory uses.

2. Materials and methods

Endometrial samples used for the study were selected

from patients of reproductive age who had curettage, hyster-

ectomy or endometrial resection in the King George V and

the Royal Prince Alfred Hospitals, Sydney, Australia. The

Ethics Review Committee of the Central Sydney Area

Health Service approved collection of the samples for

research purposes. Samples were only included if subjects

had no speci®c gynaecological disease and had not under-

gone recent hormonal treatment. Endometrial samples were

blindly assessed by a specialist gynaecological pathologist

and accurately dated by the criteria of Noyes et al. (1950).

Blocks from 12 subjects were examined (3 early secretory, 3

late secretory, 3 proliferative and 3 menstrual phases).

2.1. Immunohistochemistry

Routinely processed specimens (formalin±acetic acid±

alcohol (FAA) ®xed, paraf®n embedded) were serially

sectioned and 20±30 sections (5 mm thickness) were cut

on silanised slides. The slides were deparaf®nised in histo-

lene and rehydrated through successive concentrations of

ethanol, to tap water and Tris-Buffer Saline (TBS) for

5 min. Non-speci®c (background) staining was reduced by

pre-incubating (5 min) with normal swine serum (1:5 dilu-

tion). A humidity chamber was used for the primary anti-

body incubation (mouse anti Q-Bend-10) (Novacastra,

Newcastle upon Tyne, UK), 1:500 dilution, 30 min at

room temperature. The immuno-stain was performed

using the labelled streptavidin±biotin±peroxidase

(LSABw1) kit (K0690, Dako Corporation, Carpinteria,

USA) and visualised using the 3,3 0-diaminobenidine

substrate chromogen system (DAB1) (K3468, Dako

Corporation, Carpinteria, USA). The slides were then coun-

ter-stained in Mayer's Haematoxylin, coverslipped with

Ultramount (Histo-Labs, Riverstone, Australia) and the slides

were examined by light microscopy (Olympus BH-2, Olym-

pus, Tokyo, Japan). Appropriate positive and negative

controls were also used as an aid in the assessment of anti-

body speci®city. All brown-black coloured structures were

considered as positive even if a lumen could not be identi®ed

(Fig. 1).

2.2. Image analysis

The immunohistochemical stained sections were viewed

with a Zeiss Axioplan optical microscope (Carl Zeiss

GmbH, Jena, Germany), using a 40 £ NA 0.75 objective

lens. The images were directly captured from the micro-

scope into the KS400 Universal Image Processing and

Analysis software (Carl Zeiss Vision GmbH, Munich,

Germany). Once the primary image had been selected, the

gland tissue was segmented using the `segment region'

option within KS400, and a binary template was placed in

the overlay plane. The following slide could then be

oriented precisely to match, using the rotation stage of the

microscope. As we discuss later, this provides a more

precise registration than using ®duciary marks since it is

unaffected by the inevitable distortions of sectioning.

Once all the images had been collected, separate binary

images of the glands and microvessels were extracted

(Figs. 2a and b). All images were initially acquired at a

resolution of 768 £ 576 pixels to enable accurate registra-

tion and segmentation but once this was done the images

were reduced to half the size �384 £ 288 pixels�: This

provided the dual bene®ts of making the data set more

manageable for 3DR and reducing the discrepancy between

the voxel size in the XY dimension and in depth. The latter

parameter was an inevitable consequence of the method-

ology, since 5 mm is the thinnest practicable section thick-

ness for microtomy of paraf®n-embedded material. Even so,

a 15-fold expansion in the vertical dimension was required

to make the voxels isotropic. This was achieved by replicat-

ing individual sections 15 times. Replication is the only way

to ensure volumetric accuracy. While for visual quality

other techniques might have advantages, in practice linear

interpolation is the only commercially available alternative.

This algorithm fails completely in samples such as these,

since the data is binary in nature and interpolation is there-

fore impossible.

2.3. Three-dimensional reconstruction

The binary images constructed in the KS 400 were then

rendered as individual data sets in VoxBlast (Vaytek Inc,

Fair®eld, IA, USA). VoxBlast is a volume rendering

program, designed as a general purpose rendering applica-

tion for research. VoxBlast accepts stacks of registered 2D

images and creates 3D projections from any viewpoint using

an alpha blending or surface rendering algorithm. Tools

included are for lighting, 2D and 3D measurements, 2D

slice viewing and movie loop generation. Since we were

rendering solid surfaces the post rendering lighting model

was chosen after the images had been rendered. The recon-

structed 3D image models of the endometrial vessels were

displayed with the microvessels in red and the glands in

green. Vessels overlying the glands appeared as bright

yellow and those behind the glands as faint yellow (Fig.

3). The 3D images could then be displayed as solid or

transparent structures, the reconstruction could be rotated

and viewed in any direction. A sequence of views could

be created by using the movie loop generation function to

render a speci®ed number of frames, which could then be

played as a continuous movie.
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3. Results

The results can be seen in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

4. Discussion

This paper describes the development of a method for

computed 3DR of the human endometrial microvasculature.

Viewing of a rotating image on a computer monitor or

recorded and later played back on a video recorder gives a

clear understanding of 3D relationships of glands and

microvessels; this technique provides excellent visual cues

to the shapes of different structures. Single computer print

outs or photographs of a 3D image rarely provide an impres-

sion of the three-dimensionality of the structure. Three

dimensional reconstruction of microscopic structures is

useful for demonstrating the shape and size of structures,

for showing relationships between groups of cells, for

demonstrating connection between structures and for

performing volumetric measurements on tissues that
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Fig. 1. Immunohistochemically stained endometrial section, CD34

(400 £ ).

Fig. 2. (a) Binary image of gland. (b) Binary image of microvessel.



would not normally be suitable for examination because of

their small size. There are several reasons for choosing

computer reconstruction: volumetric calculation, measure-

ment of structures and assessing precise relationships of

structures.

The introduction of arti®cial ®ducial markers is appropri-

ate and useful in light microscopy. Our method for registra-

tion did not rely on ®ducial markers rather the intrinsic

structures of several objects (glands, epithelium or solitary

vessels). The use of non-®ducial, shape-based registration of

biological tissue is described by Montgomery and Ross

(1996). A study conducted by Jones et al. (1994) noted

that dimensional changes in tissue occurred due to micro-

metry in all the sections that were measured. We recognise

the necessity to determine tissue distortion, but careful best-

®t manual registration of several objects on each successive

section on a sequential basis partially compensates for small

degrees of distortion.

Fixation and dehydration can result in tissue shrinkage,

while sectioning can introduce compression artifact.

Stretching can also occur during ª¯oating outº time and

temperature of the water bath, these can cause dif®culties

in image `alignment' or `registration' between successive

histological sections so the above steps should be kept

constant. It was also found that registration was made easier

if all the sections were orientated similarly on the slides and

a rotating stage was used at the time of data acquisition.

Deverell et al. (1989) acknowledged the fact that tissue

distortion, which resulted from processing and embedding,

would signi®cantly affect the size and shape of 3DR,

making it unrealistic to perform volumetric studies on

microscopic structures unless all aspects of tissue prepara-

tion are standardised and documented.

Fully automatic segmentation was not achievable on the

tissue samples that we were able to obtain; an alternative

method was the seed ®ll method. Our data sets were sparsely

sampled in the Z dimension and consisted of binary images.

In these circumstances linear interpolation fails completely

since there is either nothing or the same grey-value to which

to interpolate. Slice replication, on the other hand, is totally

objective and is the most intrinsically accurate means of

linking successive sections. In fact even in less sparse

grey-scale, data replication is more objectively accurateÐ

linear interpolation is used mainly to obtain a less blocky

looking image.

The manual work involved in segmenting out accurate

binary images of the glands and microvascular vessels

remains the most time-consuming aspect of this work.

However, the complexity of the samples is such that the

3DR of 24-bit colour images are not readily comprehensi-

ble. Labelling techniques which are more easily discrimi-

nated by both eye and machine, such as ¯uorescent probes,

may offer a future solution to this problem.

The chromogen DAB1 was used for visualisation as it is
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Fig. 3. A 4-way image of the 3D reconstruction of a gland and surrounding microvessels. The gland is shown in green and microvessels in red and microvessels

overlaying the glands appear as bright yellow and microvessels behind the gland as faint yellow.



stable and therefore ideal for archival purposes, and mouse

anti Q-Bend-10 was chosen as the primary antibody owing

to the fact that it is a surface glycophosphoprotein, which is

expressed by virtually all small-vessel endothelial cells

(Krause et al., 1996). This computerised technique with

immunohistochemical localisation of microvascular struc-

tures has allowed the precise assessment of size, shape,

interrelationship and interconnections between microves-

sels at different depths in the endometrium and their rela-

tionships to glands and to surface epithelium.

In conclusion, the KS400 Universal Image Processing

and Analysis software together with VoxBlast give an

example of a computer visualisation system that is capable

of excellent 3DR from a serially sectioned material for

scienti®c interpretation and measurement or demonstration

purposes. It is clear that computer assisted 3DR will

continue to remain a research tool for sometime, when

used for visualisation purposes it could easily be applied

to study angiogenesis in tumours, the mode of action of

new vascular inhibitors in experimental treatment of

tumours. Also in organs where the micro-anatomy vitally

in¯uences function and dysfunction, e.g. central nervous

system, lung and liver are also likely to be fertile grounds

for this type of investigative approach.
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